Dear Reader,

Though actions count more than words, I believe there is nothing better than a good story to testify to events and describe
their impact on society and on people's lives.
And the story you will find in these pages is about a group
of women and men who share the same intelligence, intuition
and determination and work towards a common goal: building
the future, transforming the present to keep up with the times.

You will clearly perceive the energy, skill and drive that has
made what used to be a mechanical workshop into a real estate
group operating all over Europe in a matter of only a few decades.

And we hope you will share it, joining us in the discovery of new
scenarios, viewing today through the eyes of tomorrow, and
working towards a goal that is never an end... but always the
beginning of another new adventure.
Stefano Artioli
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Artisa Group

We develop real
estate visions all
over Europe

Artisa Group

The Artisa Group is a Swiss company concerned with the development
and management of real estate investment in the Swiss and
European markets, with offices in key cities in Switzerland,
Germany, Italy and the Czech Republic. In our projects, we
analyse trends in living and intercept demand, identifying
projects of great potential and transforming them into spaces
that meet people’s requirements while maintaining significant
added value for both tenants and investors.
Our philosophy is based on action and anticipation of the
future, interpreting forecasts and socio-demographic data with
intuition, experience and a proactive approach. Dynamism and
an ongoing search for effective strategies are the keys to
achievement of our goals.
We’re accustomed to facing new challenges, giving shape to
our inclinations in accordance with the purpose of our projects.
Purpose is in fact the starting point for developing projects
that respond to demand in the real estate market.
What makes us stand out from our Swiss competitors is that
we do not merely implement an idea, and we do not focus
our attention solely on the buyer. Our goal is coming up with
win-win solutions that benefit all the parties involved in a real
estate project, creating an innovative lifestyle that contemplates
the best architectural solutions and purposes.
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Artisa Group

Just over half a century has gone by since 1968, when thousands of young people took
to the streets in protest; they all wanted to change the world, but only a few hundred
open-minded and well-intentioned people actually rolled up their sleeves and did it.
One of these was Franco Artioli, whose enterprising spirit and determination, handed
down to his son Stefano and grandson Alain, have transformed a small metal construction
company in Ticino Canton into a leading Swiss real estate group. This is the spirit in
which the Artisa Group was established and continues to grow: reasoning from generation
to generation, demonstrating earnestness, professionalism and determination in
undertaking new adventures, expanding beyond the borders of its home country.
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Artisa Group
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We build
success
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Artisa Group
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Artisa Group
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Artisa Group

Corporate
Governance
Position

Beginning of
career in Artisa

Alain Artioli
Stefano Artioli
Andrea Blotti
Manuel Sassella

Chairman
Vice Chairman
Member
Member

2011
1978
2006
2011

Operations

Position

Beginning of
career in Artisa

Architect Cristian Turconi
Architect Matteo Pitton
Architect Angelo Bazzano

Regional Director South – Architecture
Regional Director Nord – Architecture
Construction Site Director

2013
2016
2015

Engineer Lucio Gerna
Engineer Riccardo Madonna
Engineer Andrea Tonelli
Engineer Gabriele Pelligrò
Engineer Flavio Petraglio

Director of Construction – Europe
Director of Construction – West
Director of Construction – South
Director of Construction – Italy
Project Developer Director – Europe

2018
2018
2018
2019
2020

Mattia Blotti
Antonio Leo
Alessandro Fornoni
Riccardo Galfetti

Financial Director
Controller
Financial Director of Construction and HR
Director of Artisa Intermediazioni

2016
2015
2013
2014

Benedikt Sieber
Matteo Monferini
Prof. Holger Hagge
Francesco Caputo Nassetti

Transaction Manager
Director of Development in Italy
Director of Development in Germany
Director Artisa Finanz

2017
2019
2020
2020

Artisa Group

Board
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Artisa Group

Vision
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The future is our
guide to the present

Keeping up with society

Artisa Group

The model of the family with several children and one stay-athome parent employment is becoming less and less relevant to
today’s reality. Households have grown smaller and smaller, and
many of them now consist of only one person. Land available for
construction has become rare, and so pressure grows to build
more dense housing in conurbations and city centres. People
are increasingly adopting a flexible, nomadic lifestyle, for easier,
more practical living. We are monitoring these trends and how
they are evolving, and build facilities to satisfy the needs of the
present and the future. Seniors’ residences and the microliving
model fit into this trend: we are breaking up the medium-income target to come up with all-new living concepts that offer
a practical response to everyone’s requirements. The final
consumer is the focus of our work, performed with empathy
and genuine commitment. We apply the same method to
our classic real estate portfolio with a forward-looking touch.

Continually renewing
The success of any entrepreneur, project or life plan is determined by
talent, constancy, and the ability to adapt and reinvent oneself
without hesitation. To improve, and to make sure we don’t
lose this ability, the Artisa Group accepts challenges with
enthusiasm, adapting its way of working and constantly aiming
to achieve more and more ambitious goals. To maintain our
focus on the intuition that enables us to intercept requests
from customers and the market, we believe it is necessary to
ensure that the people who work with us improve their existing
skills and progress in their careers.
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Artisa Group

Mission
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The path
to leadership

People for people
We believe a group is truly a group only if the individuals of
which it is composed work hard side by side, sharing common
goals and all making their own contribution to achieving them.
This is why our in-house staff includes people corresponding to
every link in our value chain: architects, designers, real estate
experts, construction experts, supervisors of construction work,
marketing managers, financial and legal consultants. We
believe it is young people above all who must put their ideas,
talents and creativity to work. And we want to support the most
talented young people, those who wish to have an impact on society
and embrace the philosophy behind our work. The Artisa Group
makes the most of individual talents and encourages the people
who work with us to become vehicles of progress and innovation.

We are efficiency-oriented: organised but efficient decision
making processes, pragmatic management, transparency and
multidisciplinary planning are the levers that have allowed us
to evolve. Maintaining a global vision at all stages of development
and implementation represents a guarantee of quality in real
estate and a source of income for investors. Over the years we
have significantly expanded the range of products we offer and
optimised our resources and working processes. We develop
by giving the same weight to the concept and to services, to
architecture and to construction, because every transition
from idea to substance must be the product of great commitment
and therefore be perfectly in harmony with the next one.

Artisa Group

Versatile, hard-working and innovative

We’re all about sustainability
Structural excellence and long-term value are our two main
focuses in our everyday work. We build with perspicacity, ensuring
that all our projects combine a focus on the specific area we
work in with contemporary design, low environmental impact,
and maximum energy efficiency. Our approach to construction
aims to combine rapid implementation with results that meet
high standards, constantly seeking new technical solutions
for quality sustainable living.
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Where our vision
becomes reality

Artisa Group

To understand the various regions of Europe and their dynamics,
we have opened offices in key Swiss cities as well as Milan,
Frankfurt and Prague, and will soon be opening more offices in
other countries.
Each of them operates as a head office in its own right, with
its own manager and accounting, always ready to contribute
to the group as a whole, bringing new strength to the whole
team and sharing experiences, intuitions and progress.
Our primary goal in Europe is to succeed as first movers, building
the first transnational network for microliving and bringing
seniors’ residences up to date to respond to today’s requirements.
We study the potential of various areas in order to develop
projects tailored to specific local demand. In this way we aim
to set up an extensive network capable of informed investment
whenever a worthwhile opportunity arises.
“If a man knows not to which port he sails, no wind is favourable.“
We agree with Seneca, and we succeed in what we do because
we work to achieve specific goals, inspiring the work of all the
companies in our group, aiming for the goals as if sailing towards a
lighthouse.
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Prague
Frankfurt
CZECH
REPUBLIC

GERMANY
FRANCE

Zurich
Zug

AUSTRIA
SWITZERLAND
Artisa Group

Lausanne
Lugano
Milan

ITALY
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Artisa Group
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Quality is the
product of cohesion
The activities described below are all performed in-house by our
multidisciplinary staff, entrusted to specialised subsidiaries of the
Artisa Group. Our clients can rely on a qualified multidisciplinary
team and dependable partners to look after their investments.
All our projects stimulate our ambitions and inspire us to do
our best: we are satisfied only when our customers are!

Land searches and
acquisitions
Identification and acquisition of land,
buildings and existing structures.

Concept analysis
and development
Studying the requirements of the local
real estate market and coming up with
a design.
Artisa Group

Planning
Preparation and planning of the real
estate development procedure;
Obtaining building permits aimed at
optimising the value of the construction.

Construction
We either take care of construction
ourselves or represent the investor on
the construction site, depending on
the project.

Consolidation
Management and identification of
tenants for the constructions developed;
Establishment of partnerships with
suppliers of related services;
Management of real estate marketing;
Sale of real estate assets.
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Goals for development

Artisa Group
Working in line with IFRS and Swiss GAAP accounting standards,
and constantly monitoring our worth with the goal of achieving an
investment level comparable to BA+ in the S&P rating system for
listing on the stock market.
Artisa Developer

Artisa Group

Being able to work in different parts of Europe at the same time,
developing real estate projects reflecting the particular requirements
of the places we work in.
Artisa Real Estate
Increasing capitalisation of the real estate fund through non-stop
reinvestment, bringing our portfolio up to a market value of 1 billion
Swiss francs while maintaining assets with a special focus on the
environment and on the social needs and convenience of the
people who live in them. We also aim to lead the way in residential
real estate in Switzerland and spread our branches beyond the
country’s borders, particularly in Germany.
Artisa Senior Residenz
Opening new facilities for seniors in Switzerland in response to demand
generated by the ageing population and as a result of changes in
seniors’ lifestyles and household composition. We intend to export this
new concept based on the excellence of Swiss care all over Europe.
Artisa Micro Living
Managing 15,000 apartments in Europe’s biggest cities in the next
five years, creating a new tribe of digital nomads. Our goal is to
develop this product while guaranteeing increasingly high quality
standards through major investment in the integration of the most
innovative technologies, synergies cultivated with service suppliers
and non-stop study and development of neuroarchitecture.

Ireland
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France

Germany

Austria

Spain

Portugal

The Netherlands

Belgium

The United Kingdom

Artisa Group

Italy

Switzerland

Poland

Denmark

Finland

Sweden

Norway

Czech Republic

Luxembourg
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20
Residence Gerretta
Bellinzona

Residence Ciopa
Massagno

City Pop
Lausanne

Parco Cornaredo
Lugano

City Pop
Geneva

Our milestones
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City Pop
Lugano

City Pop
Lausanne

LocTowers
Locarno

Artisa Tower
Zurich

Artisa | Developer

Innovation
lives here

Artisa Developer
Artisa Developer is the company that guides all
the Group’s projects and opens up markets of
future interest, seeking and acquiring new real
estate assets appropriate for development
through construction or renovation in Switzerland,
Germany, Italy and the Czech Republic at the
present time, and soon all over Europe. It is not
only a business segment, but the Group’s eyes
and brain, coordinating planning and managing
investor relations and sale of completed projects.
In short, the business developer.

Alain Artioli
Chairman of the Board of Directors
“70% of our projects are purchased outside of our Group,
demonstrating the confidence placed in us by our customers,
who are both private individuals and large-scale players:
pension funds, banks, international investors and family
offices.”
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Mindset

Each of the products developed represents the point where the
idea behind the project and the local lifestyle come together: the
study conducted ahead of the project begins with interpretation
of the data and of the requirements of the local population. On
the basis of this, we then choose the specific areas where our
projects will take shape.
Dynamism and a forward-looking perspective are the engines
driving Artisa Developer, fuelled by knowledge of the production
chain and backed up by the guarantee offered by the other
companies in the Group and their speed and precision of execution.
Our intentions for development of our projects determine our success in obtaining approval from the authorities for our architectural
projects, as we always aim to achieve synergy with the local
community and institutions through the creation of content of
public interest in the areas we work in (such as leisure and
multi-purpose facilities, intergenerational centres, schools,
research centres, city parks).

Locating and purchasing land to build on and
buildings to convert;

Artisa | Developer

Artisa Developer specialises in:

Land use planning and development of new areas;
Supervision of architectural design and construction;
Operation and leadership of the various stakeholders involved;
Supervision and control of construction financing;
Search for strategic tenants;
Marketing and sale of real estate assets.

Sustainable design
A key element of our projects is the presence of green areas
representing the best possible connection between modernity
and nature, between the city and open spaces, giving the area
developed an ecological atmosphere. We invest in creating an
economic system that will be efficient and sustainable in the
long term.
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Artisa | Finanz

Investing in
results

Artisa Finanz
In a world of capital, in which countries have
surplus funds, resulting in negative interest
rates, Artisa Finanz allows foreign investors to
generate profits on the real estate market, even
without specialised knowledge and skills in the
construction industry. Through collaboration
with the Group’s production process (concerned
with identifying, planning and building real
estate assets for investment), people who rely on
our financial products benefit from protection
of their real estate investments.
Artisa Finanz provides consulting services for
those wishing to invest in the Group’s operations
and optimises financial solutions linked to
the Artisa Group’s strategies.

Francesco Caputo Nassetti
Director Artisa Finanz
“Artisa’s technical and architectural know-how has allowed
the Group to stand out for its tailor-made solutions and
efficient construction projects over the years. In the same
way, the Artisa Finanz team, with its expertise in equity and
debt, identifies solid financial structures for implementing
real estate projects, seeking to transform the financial
set-up of an operation into a profitable product.”
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Mindset

The company identifies financing requirements for specific
projects (including guaranteed senior loans, mezzanine investments
and equity) and possible sources of financing appropriate for
balancing its funding sources. Lastly, it takes advantage of real
estate transactions, managing their execution and supporting
the entire Group’s international financial expansion.

Our goal is developing long-term partnerships with:
Banks
Qualified professional and
institutional investors
Pension and social
security funds

Insurance firms
Family offices
Premium private investors

Acquisition

Artisa | Finanz

Artisa Finanz specialises in:

• Relations with qualified potential
institutional investors
• Creation of investment vehicles
• Financial due diligence
Financing
• Optimisation of capital structure
• Financial and fiscal structuring
• Contracts

Investment management
• Portfolio management (core/
opportunistic/added value investments)
• Obtaining fidelity of qualified institutional
investors

Financial sustainability
Artisa Finanz aims to achieve financial conversion, ensuring
that every product developed is sustainable in the long term
and making sure ahead of time that the product developed
will always have potential for new uses.
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Artisa | Architektur

Designing
excellence

Artisa Architektur
Replacing neighbourhoods which are unpleasant
to live in and make inefficient use of time, space
and services with smart, intelligent, functional
neighbourhoods designed to facilitate everyday
living. Our intentions are to design an urban fabric
that is more sustainable for the environment,
demonstrated with technological and energy
standards and certifications, and promote
virtuous behaviour and long-term economic
growth in the area.

Arch. Cristian Turconi
Regional Director South – Architecture
“Our contribution is always based on an understanding of
the lifestyles and customs of the place where a project will
be implemented, in order to preserve and reflect the identity
of the buildings it contains. To quote Winston Churchill, “We
shape our buildings, and afterwards our buildings shape us.”
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In the past, architecture has not always managed to keep
up with changes in society, so that some built areas have
ended up being sterile and inadequate for the requirements
of the people who live in them. The only way to avoid
repeating these mistakes is to maintain a strong focus on
the quality of the real estate proposed, optimising not only
form, but substance above all.
Succeeding in doing this takes study, discipline, cross-cutting
analysis and willingness to take a step into the unknown.
In short: talent, and courage. Artisa Architektur completes
its projects by working conscientiously, overcoming obstacles,
and updating knowledge of specialised local regulations,
determining how to keep the cultural substrate of the place
intact, and adding to its experience in the area of energy
every day.

Artisa | Architektur

Arch. Matteo Pitton
Regional Director Nord – Architecture
“Architectural design must become an emblem of the digital
transition to which we are adapting day after day, creatively
combining multiple functions. Architecture needs to quickly
convert the past into the future, everywhere.”

Sustainable architecture
Artisa Architektur designs the new, all over Europe. We
face different situations in the countries we work in every
day. This means that in order to construct or renovate
with the best possible results, we need to obtain in-depth
knowledge of the place of interest and imagine a consistent,
but even better future for it.
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Building for
nature

G&A

G&A Total Contract
G&A Total Contract is the Artisa Group company
operating on the quality construction market
as General or Total Contractor or as the client’s
representative, protecting investors’ interests.
Its range of services is appropriate for the
entire construction industry: providing technical
know-how to support Artisa Developer in
analysis and design, and guiding all projects
from implementation to testing and delivery,
guaranteeing integrity, transparency, certain
quality, compliance with deadlines and professional cost management.

G&A Total Contract takes care of all aspects of
project implementation, focusing on three
essential factors:
compliance with the budget and schedule;
ensuring energy efficiency and protection of
resources;
long-term protection of the building.

Engineer Lucio Gerna
Director of Construction – Europe
“We view the client as an ally, to listen to, support
and work with towards a common goal.”
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G&A’s references

Description

Services

Time
period

Clients

Quarter Gerretta
Bellinzona
15.7 Mill. CHF

Construction of a complex
containing 268 apartments
and retail space for rental and
sale in PPP

Co-development of the
district, representing the
client in the executive
phase

2015-2018

Artisa Developer

Quarter Cornaredo
Lugano
45.8 Mill. CHF

Construction of a complex
containing 158 apartments
and retail space for rental

Co-development of the
district and full-service
contractor

2016-2020

Artisa Developer
Swiss Life

Residence agli Orti
Lugano
15.3 Mill. CHF

Housing development for
rental

Full-service contractor

2017-2018

Credit Suisse

Residence M8
Lugano
3.7 Mill. CHF

Renovation of a housing
development.
Management of tenants and
apartment turnover

Full-service contractor

2019-2020

Credit Suisse

Residence Aline
Lugano
7.2 Mill. CHF

Housing development for
sale

Full-service contractor

2017-2019

Various

Center Ambrosart
Lugano
29.2 Mill. CHF

Construction of an office
complex with public spaces

Full-service contractor

2016-2018

Artisa Real
Estate and
private
investor

Center Meta
Mezzovico
14 Mill. CHF

Construction of a logistics
centre

Full-service contractor

2015-2016

Various and
private investor

Center CAST
Bellinzona
26.7 Mill. CHF

Construction of an office
complex with public spaces

Full-service contractor

2014-2016

Artisa
Immobiliare

Parco Maraini
Lugano
21 Mill. CHF

Renovation and expansion of
a housing development for
conventional rental and for
seniors

Full-service contractor

2017-2018

Artisa Senior
Residenz

Residence Rein
Reinach
42 Mill. CHF

Construction of a housing
development for rental

Client’s representative

2019-2020

CSS Insurance

City Pop Zurich
Zurich, Oerlikon
7.8 Mill. CHF

Renovation and expansion of
a housing development for
the City Pop concept

Full-service contractor

2018-2019

City Pop
Swiss Life

City Pop Lugano
Lugano
10.2 Mill. CHF

Construction of a City Pop
building

Full-service contractor

2019-2020

City Pop
Swiss Life

G&A

Project, Location,
Cost

Environmental sustainability
G&A Total Contract also renovates existing buildings, giving old buildings a facelift in
order to transform them and put them on the market again in a new, updated
form, especially in terms of environmental footprint. All our projects focus on
sustainability: we protect nature by cleaning up and redeveloping polluted land,
and ensuring that construction projects will be as non-invasive as possible.
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Artisa | Real Estate

Investing in progress
Artisa Real Estate is the Group’s real estate fund, active in four
areas of investment. It holds 100% of the shares in Artisa Senior
Residenz and Artisa Micro Living, which are concerned
with the seniors’ homes and microliving segments of the
market. In both these sectors, the companies own real estate
assets but do not provide management services.
What makes the company stand out from other real estate
funds is that every real estate asset acquired already has a valid
building permit, a construction contract in place with a primary
builder and, often, a Triple-Net rental contract to protect its yield.

Artisa | Real Estate

The fund’s statute requires ongoing re-investment of annual
profits, benefiting a steady increase in the company’s equity
and therefore improvement of the ratio of third-party capital
to own capital. This is our guarantee of economic security for
our clients, creditors and tenants.

5%

Commercial
Buildings

25%

Senior Living

39%

Micro Living

The sectors
we work in

31%

Conventional
Housing
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Artisa | Real Estate

Artisa Real Estate:
The company owns real estate assets;
It is primarily concerned with the residential segment of
the market;
It acquires profitable projects with the necessary services
in cities with a population of more than 10,000.
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On the tenants’ side
Artisa Real Estate focuses on the tenants, who
always need to have the services required for
everyday living close at hand. People who live in
our buildings enjoy the benefits of an innovative
complete project, in that our spaces are designed
and delivered to offer all the comforts anyone
living in them could require (such as in-home
washer and dryer, energy-saving lighting, underfloor heating, and more).

We provide our commercial tenants with the
ideal workspace for their business and, if
necessary, can customise the premises so they
can focus on their core business. From the very
beginning of the relationship to delivery of the
asset, an average of two years go by, during
which the client normally has to interface with
several people. To facilitate this, we accompany
our clients throughout the entire process,
taking them through to ultimate completion
of their projects.

Artisa | Real Estate

On the workers’ side

Sustainability
Artisa Real Estate pays special attention to the architectural quality of buildings and
neighbourhoods, which is achieved using materials and systems with a reduced energy
consumption and environmental footprint. The design of our projects is based on
creating a harmonious combination of constructions and nature, considering trees and
greenery an essential component of all plans for construction and preventing the problems
linked with pollution of the air and soil. This ensures that living spaces are perceived
from the outside as ideal places in which to spend time. All this is made economically
sustainable for middle-class households, with the goal of promoting an advanced model
of development that will go on to be consolidated in the residential sector all over Europe.
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Artisa | Senior Residenz

Lodgings offering services and care for
seniors and very elderly seniors

The elderly and very elderly gain significant psychological
benefits from continuing to live in their own homes rather
than in a care facility. In the same way, preserving an active
social life in a community brings continued vitality and positivity.
In our facilities, over-65s live in their own completely independent
private apartments, but in a context where they will not be
isolated, built to be appropriate for their current or potential
future medical needs. The target market is middle-class seniors,
offering apartments of various sizes where care and services
are made available as required.

Artisa | Senior Residenz

Our partnership with leaders in the field of seniors’ care homes
allows Artisa Senior Residenz to offer the real estate market
living concepts designed to improve quality of life for seniors.

Our residences are located adjacent to ordinary residential
neighbourhoods and blend perfectly into their urban surroundings.
This allows them to include apartments which are not specifically
fitted out for seniors, for use in a transitional phase before
accessing a seniors’ home.
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Artisa | Senior Residenz

All together
Progress in medicine and technology has increased the average lifespan in
the industrialised nations. There are, and will be, more and more over-65s in
good health. This has led to changes in seniors’ lifestyles: today’s seniors
want to continue living independently for as long as possible, maintaining
their routines and social lives and delaying the need for institutionalisation
in a community care home.
Artisa Senior Residenz develops projects anticipating the future and responding
to the demands of this growing segment of the market.

Convenience and efficiency

Artisa | Senior Residenz

Our residences are surrounded by large, well cared-for parks and incorporate
common areas with vegetable plots, lounges, restaurants, cafés and shops.
The constructions are located adjacent to regular residential neighbourhoods,
so they will not be designated as “seniors’ homes” and marginalised. It
is basically a matter of designing and building multi-generational spaces
conceived in response to the needs of a massive target market that wants
to feel like an essential part of a community, interacting with others
through quality relationships.

The spaces are designed to suit their users, with no architectural barriers
and plenty of essential services which guests may request at any time
(cleaning, meals, 24-hour nursing service, medical examinations and more).
Moreover, in the event of a need for more frequent or specialised medical
treatment, professional service can be provided in-house.
The homes incorporate technologies in support of everyday living; we believe
in the importance of non-invasive integration of home automation and ICT
systems for checking on guests’ health and prompt reporting to their doctors.
All the units have a screen which residents can use to give all the commands
they need: ordering assistance from the concierge and postal service,
recording and sending medical information to their physicians, and much
more. There are also buttons for making emergency calls, smoke detectors,
and a connection with the apartment that may be rented to a caregiver. All
are clearly designed for tenants who are not particularly familiar with
information technologies or suffer from pathologies that complicate
their use.
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Artisa | Senior Residenz

Our response to a social
problem

Artisa has contributed fully to seven innovative
new facilities in Canton Ticino alone over the
past five years. These facilities not only ease
the burden on State-run seniors’ homes, but
satisfy some of the demand for them, offering
a concept of interest to a broader range of
users and all at zero cost to the State.

Artisa | Senior Residenz

For years we have been hearing talk of the
shortage of places in seniors’ homes, despite
the number of assisted living developments
all over the country.
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Artisa | Micro Living

Space: making the most of our boundaries
A new concept of living, midway between the hotel and the
classic residential unit, Microliving is the missing link, for people
who spend too much time in a city to stay in a hotel, but not
enough time to rent a classic home. Millions of people all over
Europe find themselves in this situation, and many more will
in the future: students, flexible workers, the newly single,
grandparents caring for grandchildren, couples experimenting
with living together.
45% of the Swiss population live in households made up of
a single person, and it is expected that there will be 200,000
more of these so-called single-unit families in the decade to
come, in line with the European trend*. The amount of land
available for construction is decreasing at an inversely proportionate
rate, and so there is insufficient space for large new apartments.
As the way we work changes, becoming more and more nomadic,
the real estate market demands change that will respond to
the evolution of society.

To evolve in the real estate market, it is essential to come up with
solutions offering all the warmth of home even in temporary
accommodations. The time has come to conceive of a smart
home that offers all the comforts we need close at hand, while
satisfying the requirements of all kinds of residents.

Artisa | Micro Living

The future: a resource to pay attention to

To evolve in the real estate industry, we must apply the concept
of conversion. This is why we work to reclaim abandoned
constructions, transforming them into modern buildings and
areas, giving them new life and ensuring they meet the
requirements of medium- to long-term living. Intelligent conversion
of buildings benefits not only society, which can finally make
use of formerly unproductive spaces, but the environment too,
permitting renovation using the latest new eco-friendly
construction technologies.
It is on the basis of this assumption that Artisa Microliving offers
European tenants the services of City Pop.

*Wüest Partner, 2017
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City Pop

Re - Think Living
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Efficiency, flexibility, affordability
and elegance
City Pop is inspired by the basic values underlying the Artisa Group:
a forward-looking orientation, sustainability and scrupulously
designed, intelligently built studio apartments, for a concept of
living combining modern design with practicality and accessible
pricing. The form, layout and innovative nature of these spaces
all respond to the demands of society, now and in the future.
An intuitive app handles all aspects of tenants’ stay, from
booking to credit card payment, building entry and customised
living, facilitated by a vast range of available services.
City Pop

Studio apartments are all-in-one spaces where tenants can both
relax and work in perfect comfort and efficiency, making optimal
use of space through in-depth research into neuroarchitecture
and a private Internet connection; all at an affordable price.
A thousand City Pop studio apartments will be available all over
Switzerland and in a number of European cities by the end of
2021, and more will soon be constructed in big cities all over
Europe under international partnerships. A basic requirement
for identification of City Pop locations is central position as
well as the vicinity of university campuses, important institutions
and major service industries.
City Pop is not only the perfect large-scale solution to increasingly
widespread and cross-cutting demand for this type of lodging,
but also a smart, innovative contemporary lifestyle.
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City Pop

An ideal retreat
We offer maximum efficiency with optimal use of space.
Apartments are in central locations and/or well-connected via
public transport, furnished with everything tenants require
to make them fully independent right from day one.
Optimal use of space, with plenty of conveniences and new
connections for work and friendship. This is why our complexes
also include meeting and co-working spaces where guests can
feel they are part of a community when they want to.

For an even more customised stay, our micro living concept is
indissolubly linked with the concept of on-demand services.
Users download a one-stop-to-shop app to book an apartment
for the required amount of time, open the door, place orders
and access a vast range of services. The pay-per-use system allows users to tailor their lodgings to suit their budget and needs.

City Pop

A practical lifestyle

A place to call home
The structures and furnishings of the studios are of refined,
elegant construction, employing resistant, prestigious materials
and saving on energy and maintenance. Beauty goes hand in
hand with environmental and economic sustainability. This is
City Pop, a new accessible housing concept. It’s finally here!

Visit the website
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City Pop

European expansion

Germany
Berlin
Hamburg
Munich
Cologne
Frankfurt
Stuttgart
Düsseldorf
Austria
Vienna
France
Paris
Lyon
Marseilles
Ireland
Dublin
Spain
Madrid
Valencia
Barcelona
Seville
Bilbao
Portugal
Lisbon
Porto
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The United
Kingdom
London
Birmingham
Manchester
Leeds
Liverpool
Glasgow
Newcastle
Edinburgh
Switzerland
Bern
Zurich
Lugano
Lausanne
Geneva
Basel
Lucerne
St. Gallen
Zug
The Netherlands
Rotterdam
Amsterdam
Czech Republic
Prague
Luxembourg
Luxembourg

Italy
Milan
Rome
Florence
Venice
Verona
Naples
Padua
Bologna
Poland
Warsaw
Krakow
Poznań
Gdansk
Belgium
Brusselles
Denmark
Copenhagen
Finland
Helsinki
Norway
Oslo
Sweden
Stockholm

City Pop

Manuel Sassella
Director, City Pop
“We first came up with City Pop in 2012, when it was revolutionary
even to suggest the idea of a real estate product permitting
management of accommodations and related services
through a mobile app. The concept now seems perfectly
intuitive and appropriate for our times. City Pop is proof that
we can anticipate the future, and above all boldly proceed to
act on our vision of the future, so that everyone can understand
it, see that it is within their grasp, and benefit from it.”
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Artisa | Foundation

The future starts with us
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One for all, all for you
The past, present and future of the Artisa Group are written by the people whose
professionalism, intuition and willpower are making our idea of the future a part of
today. We share a vision and, in our work, we want to build it and show it to the world.
This is why our people are competent and motivated, and offer our partners their
knowledge and experience, working in perfect synergy with their colleagues: a united
team working towards clearly expressed and shared goals. Every member of our staff
knows that individual ambition and dynamism bring results only when they serve
the group as a whole and are supported by a massive dose of intuition. They grow
and develop in their work day after day, with the support of a solid company and
satisfied customers.
Our real capital is people, not bricks! If we had not pursued our shared goal and dream
of quality with the same courage, we would never have grown from a local metal
construction workshop to a well-structured, versatile, international real estate group
in only a few decades.
Artisa | Foundation

We cultivate talent
Our success is a result of our ability to continue finding talented new people who share
our spirit and our desire to face new challenges every day. We welcome determined,
meticulous, creative new people who can further expand our horizons, offering them
a dynamic career in a growing, modern company with plenty of opportunities for
improvement. The benefits we offer include a “work exchange” in one of our locations,
for learning how to face local challenges with global eyes.
We allow plenty of room for young people, because we firmly believe in their proactive
attitude and ability to learn and, especially, to imagine the society of the future, with
an acumen that is perfectly in line with our philosophy. Young people represent the
perfect bridge between what is and what will be, and in order to support them in
the best possible way, our group not only conducts regular talent scouting but has
set up the Artisa Foundation, a public charity supporting the education of worthy
students in Switzerland and abroad with special funding.
The Artisa Foundation is a think tank capable of conducting rigorous, innovative
interdisciplinary research in sustainable development. Its primary goal for the future
is opening the first school for young entrepreneurs, combining our experience with
that of talented business people from a variety of fields.
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ZUG

LUGANO

ZURICH

LAUSANNE

Metalstrasse 4,
6300 Zug

Via Cantonale 36,
6928 Manno

Paradeplatz 4,
8001 Zürich

Rue du Petit Rocher 6,
1003 Lausanne

MILAN

FRANKFURT

PRAGUE

Via Montenapoleone, 27
20121 Milano

Kettenhofweg 51,
60325 Frankfurt am Main

Žatecká 41/4,
110 00 Prag 1 - Altstadt

artisagroup.com

